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Abstract — Global tolerance parameters give a realistic
measure for the feasibility of superconducting circuits, because
interactions between the different parameters is taken into
account. Algorithms based on the Monte Carlo simulations for
calculating and optimizing the global tolerance parameter are
presented, which are implemented in the optimization software
ABAK. The application of these methods for RSFQ circuit
design is discussed and demonstrated for a XOR gate.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rising complexity of RSFQ circuits and the
application of powerful CAD tools as CADENCE [1], the
parameter optimization process becomes more and more
important. The goals of careful optimization procedures at
the different steps are an improved yield of fabricated
circuits and quality factors like the maximum operating
frequency and the error rate.

A straight forward method to optimize the margins of an
RSFQ circuit comprises of determining the nearest or critical
margin ΔC in varying each parameter while all others are
kept constant. The critical margin is improved in trying at
different nominal sets [2]. Although this method is rather
fast, the quality of the result depends on designer intuition.
Moreover, the interaction between the different circuit
parameters is neglected. Therefore, multi - dimensional
parameter optimization methods were adapted for RSFQ
circuit design [3,4] to calculate an optimum set of
parameters,  characterized by a tolerance vector with the
maximum available one - dimensional margins Δ1C.
However, such graphs may be misleading, since all
parameters can vary simultaneously around their nominal
values. To take this effect into account, a global tolerance
parameter Δn in the sense of a multi - dimensional cube was
proposed [5]. A global tolerance parameter of n percent in
this sense means, that all parameters are allowed to fluctuate
simultaneously about n percent around their nominal values.

In this paper, methods for the calculation and
optimization of those global tolerance parameters are
presented, which are implemented in the optimization tool
ABAK.  Optimization strategies for the design process of
RSFQ circuits are discussed and a design example is given.

II. ABAK SOFTWARE

The developed software tool ABAK for margin analysis
and parameter optimization and is  realized as a distributed
application for local UNIX networks. It comprises three
components: a control program, which coordinates the
calculations, the network analysis program SPICE and a
diagnosis program, for testing the function of the
investigated circuit by user - defined criteria. The functional
scheme of ABAK is sketched in Fig. 1.

The control program calculates a set of parameters
dependent on the used algorithm and creates a SPICE input
file with these parameter values. The control program
chooses one of the available computers in the network to
start a SPICE simulation with this file. This procedure is
repeated until all computers in the network are busy. The
results of the simulations are saved in SPICE output files,
which are tested simultaneously with the diagnosis program.
When the tests are finished, new parameter sets are
calculated by the control program and new SPICE
simulations are started. This procedure is repeated, until the
goal of the used algorithm (e.g. the estimation of an optimal
set of parameters) is reached.

The most difficult problem in this procedure is to find out
whether a calculated parameter set is valid or not. Therefore
the large analog SPICE output must be reduced into a simple
digital decision (pass/fail) in dependence of a specific
criterion, which must be defined for every investigated
circuit. To achieve maximum flexibility, an object -
orientated method with the C++ programming language was
chosen. In the first step the analog output signals are
transformed into a series of discrete events. An event is
defined for current or voltage type signals as the rising or
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Fig. 1: Functional scheme of the optimization system ABAK
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falling edge; for Josephson junctions phase type events are
defined as 2π leaps. Those events are described completely
by the position on the reference vector (e.g. the timebase)
and the switching direction (up/down). ABAK offers a
number of pre - defined functions to analyze the behavior of
a circuit with those events.

Several one - and multi - dimensional algorithms for
margin analysis and parameter optimization are
implemented in ABAK. For the calculation and optimization
of global tolerance parameters special algorithms have to be
developed, which are presented in the following.

To calculate the global tolerance parameter for a given
operating point, the algorithm sketched in Fig. 2 is used. In
the first step, a multi - dimensional cube according to a
global tolerance parameter of one percent is placed around
the operating point. A given number of parameter sets is
calculated by the Monte Carlo method within this cube and
tested with the procedure described before.  If all parameter
sets were found to be valid, a second multi - dimensional
cube according to a global margin of two percent is placed
around the operating point. In the intermediate region
between the two cubes, a number of parameter sets to be
tested is estimated in such way, that the point density
compared to the first step is kept constant. If all  parameter
sets passed the test, in the third step a multi - dimensional
cube according to a global tolerance parameter of three
percent is placed around the operating point and the
difference region between the two and three percent cubes is
investigated. This procedure is continued, until a parameter
set fails the test. If this happens at the (n + 1) th step, the
global tolerance parameter is n percent. Since the
partitioning of the acceptance region reminds of onion -
peels, this algorithm was called "onion method".

For multi - dimensional optimizations with more than five
parameters the centers of gravity method (CGM) was found
to be most advantageous [4]. In this algorithm, a number of
parameter sets are calculated by the Monte Carlo method
and tested within a multi - dimensional cube around the
operating point. In the next step the averages of the passed
and failed parameter sets are calculated, leading to the
"centers of gravity". The operating point and the cube are
moved by the difference between the nominal vectors of the
two centers multiplied with the yield (number of passed
parameter sets/number of calculations). This procedure is
continued until a cube is found, which contains only valid
parameter sets. The algorithm fails, if all components of the
difference vector between two centers become negative. A
detailed description of that method is given in [6].

This algorithm was extended for the optimization of the
global tolerance parameter. At the start, a multi -
dimensional cube according to a global tolerance parameter
of one percent is placed around the operating point and the
search with the CGM is started. During the search, the size
of the cube is recalculated for every iteration step so that the
global tolerance parameter is kept constant. If a valid
tolerance cube is found, the size of the cube is enlarged
according to a global tolerance parameter of two percent and
the search is restarted. This procedure is continued until the
CGM fails. If this happens at the n+1 step, the maximum
available global tolerance parameter is n percent. The
calculation time can be decreased, if all calculated parameter
sets are saved and taken into account for further iteration
steps. Since the tolerance cube is pushed to its maximum
size, this algorithm was called "balloon method".

III. OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES

The design process starts with the parameter optimization
of the ideal circuit without parasitics in applying the balloon
method, where each parameter can assume arbitrary values.
The result may be summarized by the multi - dimensional
margin Δn1. The layout, designed with these parameters,
often reveals that owing to design rule specifications
additional circuit elements (parasitics) must be taken into
account. Also several parameters can have only a limited set
of feasible, often discrete values being different from the
calculated first set of nominal parameters. The optimization
process is restarted with all additional parameters where
some are kept constant to reduce the computation time
yielding a second multi - dimensional margin Δn2. Based on
the second set of nominal parameters the "onion method" is
used to calculate Δn3 where all parameters including
parasitics are assumed to be variable. The margin parameter
Δn3 is a measure for the expected yield of the designed
circuit. The comparison between the calculated margins Δn1,
Δn2 and Δn3 gives information for improvements at the
different steps of the design process.
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Fig. 2: Onion method for calculating the global tolerance parameter for a given
operating point



DESIGN EXAMPLE

Several RSFQ circuits were designed with the procedure
described above. The results for the optimization processes
for a design of a XOR gate neglecting thermal noise are
discussed in the following.

In the first step the ideal circuit as given in [7] was
investigated. It consists of 21 parameters: seven Josephson
junctions with shunt resistors, five inductances and two bias
currents. The result of the multi - dimensional optimization
with the balloon method was a global tolerance parameter
Δn1 = 34 %. The most critical one - dimensional margin for
the so found nominal parameter set was estimated to be Δ1C

= -37 %. The next step was the fabrication of a layout for a
Nb technology with four superconducting layers with SiO2-
insulators, Pd-resistors and Nb-Al2O3-Nb Josephson
junctions having a current density of jmax = 1 kA / cm2 [8].

The extraction of the layout leads to a second circuit as
shown in Fig. 3, which comprises compared to the ideal
circuit 16 additional parasitic inductances. The optimization
process was restarted with all Josephson junctions and shunt
resistors, the bias currents and the storage inductances. The
global tolerance parameter Δn2  was optimized to 25 %. In
the last step the global tolerance parameter Δn3  was
calculated to be 25 % with the onion method, where 937
SPICE simulations were needed. If the one - dimensional
margins must be known too, additional 518 SPICE
simulations are required for an accuracy of 1 %. This yields
to the most critical margin Δ1C = ± 26 %. Since the global
tolerance parameters Δn2  and Δn3 are equal, no further
improvement of the layout seems to be possible.

V. CONCLUSION

A software tool to optimize the global and the one -
dimensional tolerances for a large number of parameters has
been developed with appropriate algorithms. The global
margin Δn is an indication of the probability to operate a
given circuit if all parameters may vary simultaneously. The
critical margin Δ1C is often on the optimistic, unrealistic side
since only a single parameter is allowed to deviate from the
nominal set. The deviation between Δ1C  and Δn depends on
the type of the circuit.
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Fig. 3: Equivalent circuit of the extracted XOR gate
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Fig. 4: One - dimensional margins Δ1 of the extraxted XOR gate shown in
Fig. 3


